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ABSTRACT: Monitoring the movement of existing tunnels when new tunnel construction or other construction
activities occur in close proximity is important to the tunnel owners.

Existing manual monitoring systems, although considered most reliable, require access to the tunnel outside
of passenger traffic hours and thus only provide measurements during a limited time of the day and under non-
operational conditions. Remote monitoring systems are currently available based on electrolevels and automatic
motorised theodolites. However, it is hoped that the proposed system will be more versatile and economic to
install and operate.

The underlying concept of this research is based on connecting a fibreglass rod containing a number of optical
fibres with Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBG) written into them to the tunnel lining.The movement of the tunnel induces
a deformation of the rod, and hence strains the FBGs positioned at discrete points along the optical fibres. The
FBGs work by reflecting narrow bands of light propagating along the optical fibres. The wavelength of the
reflected light is a function of the strain at the position of the grating.

This paper will discuss two experimental arrangements designed to explore the challenges of installing the
monitoring system and interpreting the results. The first experiment uses an I-section beam to simulate a longi-
tudinal arrangement of the sensors. The second experiment involves a bench test which allows for very accurate
movements of the fixings. The results from the tests are presented and discussed together with the sensitivity
and accuracy achievable with the proposed system.

1 INTRODUCTION

Monitoring the movement of existing tunnels when
new tunnel construction or other construction activ-
ities occur in close proximity is important to the
tunnel owners. Existing manual monitoring systems,
although considered most reliable, require access to
the tunnel outside of passenger traffic hours and thus
only provide measurements during a limited time of
the day and under non-operational conditions. Remote
monitoring systems are currently available based on
electrolevels (e.g. the Bassett Convergence System,
Bassett et al., 1999) and automatic motorised theodo-
lites (Beth et al., 2003), although the theodolite system
requires a large clearance for its installation and is
therefore often restricted to use in stations. It is hoped
that the proposed system will be more versatile and

economic to install and operate. While the existing
measuring systems are very good at measuring spe-
cific displacements of the tunnel (i.e. convergence or
rotation), the new system has the potential to mea-
sure a number of different parameters with one unique
system.

The aim of this project is to develop a remote
system of tunnel settlement, rotation and distortion
monitoring using fibre optic sensors. This will yield
deformation plots for periodic examination by main-
tenance contractors as well as providing continuous
monitoring during adjacent construction operations
(e.g. new tunnelling, deep excavations, piling, com-
pensation grouting for deformation control of sur-
face/building settlements) and warnings when “trigger
values” are reached in any of the measured parameters.
This will allow real time monitoring on the basis of an
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optical sensing technique, hence avoiding issues with
electromagnetic-current in tunnels.Another important
advance being sought is economy in relation to existing
ring monitoring systems.

The underlying concept of this research is based on
connecting a fibreglass rod containing a number of
optical fibres with Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBG) writ-
ten into them to the tunnel lining. The FBGs work
by reflecting narrow bands of light propagating along
the optical fibres, the wavelength of the reflected light
being a function of the strain at the position of the grat-
ing.The movement of the tunnel induces a deformation
of the rod, and hence strains the FBGs positioned at dis-
crete points along the optical fibres and this is recorded
by the unit that transmits and receives the light waves.

2 SMART ROD INCORPORATING FIBRE
BRAGG GRATINGS (FBGS)

2.1 Production of Smart Rod and FBGs

The square cross-section of the Smart Rod is shown
in Figure 1. The Smart Rod is manufactured from pul-
truded fibreglass and incorporates four optical fibres,
one on each face of the rod, each containing a series
of FBGs. The fibres are located in four grooves into
which the 250 µm diameter fibres are later glued. The
FBGs are written into the optical fibre by stripping
the polymer coating and then exposing the core to an
interference pattern of intense ultraviolet light, which
results in a permanent periodic change in the refrac-
tive index of the glass. For protection, the fibre core
is recoated once the gratings have been written. A
schematic of the FBGs inside the optical fibre, together
with the relevant dimensions, is shown in Figure 2.

The main challenges in the production of the Smart
Rod are assuring the exact position within the groove
of the optical fibre relative to the neutral axis and the
protection of the Smart Rod. In addition, physically
gluing the optical fibres into a long length of Smart
Rod is difficult. However, this might be overcome in
the future if the optical fibres are pultruded together
with the fibreglass rod at the time of the rod production
and this is being investigated.

2.2 Mechanical properties of the FBGs and the
Smart Rod

The mechanical properties of FBGs are dependent
on fabrication procedures. The procedure used here
involves H2-loading of the fibres, stripping the protec-
tive polymer coatings from the fibres and inscribing
FBGs into the stripped fibres by continuous-wave
UV irradiation. The investigation into the mechani-
cal properties aims to determine the influence of these
fabrication procedures on mechanical reliability of
the sensor in a normal tunnel environment and an

Figure 1. Cross-section of the Smart Rod.
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Figure 2. Schematic of Fibre Bragg Grating.
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Figure 3. Results from dynamic fatigue testing in “dry”
and “wet” environments under two-point bend, showing
breakings stress.

artificially aggressive environment, and hence predict
its working life.

The mechanical properties of the fibre were tested
by two-point bend dynamic and static fatigue methods.
Dynamic fatigue tests were carried out at a stress rate
of 100 MPa/s in both a “dry” environment and a “wet”
environment.The temperature and relative humidity of
the dry environment were ∼20◦C and ∼35%, respec-
tively, which are similar to the typical environment
(20∼25◦C and relative humidity of 30∼40%) in the
tunnel. The temperature and relative humidity in the
“wet” environment were 25◦C and 70%, respectively
and this aimed to create the artificially aggressive envi-
ronment. The static fatigue tests were carried out only
in a dry laboratory environment (∼20◦C and a relative
humidity of 30∼40%) at different stress levels.

The results presented in Figure 3 indicate that strip-
ping the fibre reduced the breaking stresses in the
“wet” but not the “dry” environment, while the contin-
uous wave UV radiation reduced the breaking stresses
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Figure 4. Results from static fatigue testing in “dry” and
“wet” environments under two-point bend static, showing
time to failure.

Figure 5. Fractured Smart Rod.

in both environments. Figure 4 shows the times-
to-failure and indicates that this parameter is scattered
and covers a wide range for different sample sets. The
effects of stripping the optical fibre are significant,
while the effects of H2-loading and UV radiation may
be ignored for practical purposes. For more results
regarding the mechanical properties of the fibres see
Miao et al., 2004.

Figure 5 shows the Smart Rod after it had fractured
in a tension test. A series of experiments was also car-
ried out in order to determine the Young’s Modulus of
the rod, which is approximately 38 GPa.

3 CRANE EXPERIMENT

Before the installation of the Smart Rod in to an oper-
ational tunnel as part of a large-scale field trial, two
Smart Rods were attached to an I-beam in the labora-
tory. This allowed some of the installation difficulties
to be highlighted. The I-beam supports a 5t crane
which was used as a point load for the experiments.
Two rods were installed with different spacing between
the fixings – the fixings of the first rod were sepa-
rated by 3.0 m while the fixings of the second rod were
separated by 1.5 m (Figure 6). The I-beam itself was
approximately 34 m long, fully fixed at both ends and
supported by 4 columns spaced approximately 6.7 m
apart. Figure 7 shows the supports of the crane girder
and the relative fixings of the Smart Rod. The crane

Figure 6. Smart Rods attached to I-beam.
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Figure 7. Schematic of beam arrangement.
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Figure 8. Theoretical displacement of the I-beam under the
self-weight of the crane (with the crane at 12.5 m relative to
one end of the Smart Rod).

girder moved due to the load imposed by the crane
at various positions. This resulted in the fixings of
the Smart Rod being displaced and thus strain being
induced into the Smart Rod. The crane girder on its
own can be treated as a continuous beam. Figure 8
shows the theoretical displacements calculated for the
I-beam at the position of the Smart Rod based on
the assumption that the self-weight of the crane is
approximately 1t.

Figure 9 shows some initial results from the optical
fibre located in the uppermost face (termed the “north
side”) of the Smart Rod fixed at 1.5 m intervals to
the crane girder. The crane was moved twice during
this experiment (at around 50 and 1900 seconds) and
a change in strain reading recorded by the FBGs can
be observed, indicating a deformation in the Smart
Rod and hence the crane girder. The two important
lessons from this preliminary testing are that the rod
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Figure 9. Measured strain on the “north side” of the 1.5 m
Smart Rod.

appears to be extremely sensitive and allowance for
temperature changes should be made, even in short
tests. The effects of temperature can be observed in
the slight drift as shown by several of the FBGs.

Due to the complexity of the set-up, it was decided
to create a bench test which allows for an exact move-
ment of the clamps. Initial results from the bench test
are described in the next section.

4 BENCH TESTING

The bench test has been designed to allow controlled
displacements of the fixing locations. A 2.2 m Smart
Rod has been tested with four fixings giving three
spans of 600 mm each (Figure 10 & 11). Each fix-
ing has four degrees of freedom (two lateral and two
rotational) and each span has three grating locations
with a grating on each of the four faces of the rod. This
allows very precise movement of the fixings and mul-
tiple strain information within each span.Additionally,
each span contains a strain isolated temperature sen-
sor allowing the data to be corrected for temperature
effects during an experiment.The strain measurements
can be related to movement of the fixings and the best
position of the gratings for the final product can be
determined. The test set-up allows the rod to move
longitudinally in the rig before being clamped rigidly
and thus the effect of grating position relative to the
fixings can also be analysed.

The results will allow a precise relationship to
be developed between the measured strain and the
movements of the fixings. This will then aid the inter-
pretation of the measurements from the crane girder
experiments and eventually field data.

Figure 12 shows some raw data for the top face of
the Smart Rod (termed North) for Span 2 collected dur-
ing a zero run, i.e. where no movement was induced.
The experiment ran for approximately two days. “Raw
data” in this case means that no temperature correc-
tion has been applied. The change in measurements

200 600 600 600 200

Location of the gratings. All dimensions in mm

Figure 10. Schematic bench test set-up.

Figure 11. Bench test with the Smart Rod and the four
fixings.
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Figure 12. Measured strain in the North face of Span 2
during a two-day zero run of the bench test rod.

is purely due to the variation in ambient temperature.
This not only affects the gratings themselves, but also
results in an expansion of the fibreglass rod.

The strain isolated temperature sensors allow for the
corrections for the temperature effects on the strain-
sensing gratings. Additionally, this information can be
combined with the expansion coefficient of the fibre-
glass rod, as given by the manufacturer, to correct for
any expansion the rod experiences. Figure 13 shows
the above data corrected for both pure temperature
variation and expansion. (Note the different scale.)

Figure 13 shows that the correction for temper-
ature and expansion of the rod has been applied
successfully, with the effects of changes in ambient
temperature in the laboratory, as shown in Figure 12,
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Figure 13. Measured strain in the North face of Span 2 dur-
ing a two-day zero run of the bench test rod, corrected for
both temperature and expansion effects.
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Figure 14. Measured, averaged and theoretical strain for
the grating closest to the clamps for a vertically induced
movement of 0.5 mm steps.

being removed. The measurements are now close to
zero with approximately ±5 microstrain due to noise.

Figure 14 shows the results from the bench test from
the North and the South face due to a vertical move-
ment of 0.5 mm steps of one of the clamps. The grating
shown in this figure is the one closest to the clamp,
i.e. a distance of 150 mm away from the fixing. The
clamp was moved a total of 2.5 mm in the downwards
direction. Traditionally, a tensile strain is indicated by
positive values. Also shown in Figure 14 are the aver-
ages from the North and South face and the theoretical
values as determined from beam theory.

Figure 14 shows very good agreement between the
measured and the theoretically calculated strain using
equation 1. This is very encouraging as this indicates
that it will be possible to determine the displacement
of a structure given strain measurements taken by the
Smart Rod. The theoretical strain is calculated using
equation 1.
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Figure 15. Measured, averaged and theoretical strain for the
centre grating for rotational movement in 0.5 degree steps.

where ε (ξ ) = strain at a distance ξ , ξ = dimensionless
distance along the length of the span = x/l, and
l = length of a span, y = distance form the neutral axis.

Figure 15 shows an example of the results obtained
from the bench test for a rotational movement of one
clamp. The average of the measurements and the theo-
retically determined strain are again shown alongside
the measurements for a grating in the centre of a span.
The movement was applied in 0.5 degree steps with
a maximum movement of 1.5 degrees. Again there is
good agreement between measurements and theoreti-
cal values for the first two rotation steps, but then the
theoretical values and the measurements diverge. This
can be explained due to a slippage in the clamps, so that
the nominal rotation for the last step was actually less
than 1.5 degrees. This highlights the importance of the
fixing design. In the field, there must not be any play
between the rod and the fixings such that any displace-
ment of the tunnel results in a direct strain transfer into
the Smart Rod. Nevertheless, the initial results indicate
that the new measuring system is capable of accurately
measuring displacements.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The paper has described a series of experiments
designed to provide a greater understanding of the per-
formance of a new optical Smart Rod for structural
monitoring. Prototype Smart Rods have been installed
on a crane girder and in a bench test. Initial results
from these tests are very encouraging. The measure-
ments have shown that the system is very sensitive to
small displacements. It has been shown that the tem-
perature sensors embedded into the Smart Rod can
successfully aid in the correction of the measurements
due to changes in ambient temperature and the expan-
sion of the rods. The initial results from the bench
test have shown that there is good agreement between
the measurements and values determined from theory
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for both a vertical and a rotationally induced move-
ment. This indicates that the Smart Rod is sensitive
enough to measure small rotational and lateral move-
ments. It will be possible to back calculate from the
strain measurements and hence determine the dis-
placement of a tunnel. The new system will therefore
allow measurements at greatly improved frequencies.

The preliminary results would suggest that the new
system will allow the measurement of displacements
in jointed and continuous tunnel linings with sufficient
precision and frequency to enable lining responses to
adjacent construction, and even possibly train load-
ing, to be determined. Thus, the precise shape of
the lining deformation under slowly-changing static
and dynamic loading will be known. In addition, the
effects of remedial measures (e.g. compensation grout-
ing) could be determined in real-time thus enabling
adjustment of these construction operations.

Tests on the mechanical properties of the fibres have
shown that the effects of stripping the optical fibre for
this set of gratings are potentially significant, while

the effects of H2-loading and UV radiation may be
ignored for practical purposes.
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